Press Release
Hotelogix to exhibit its suite of multi-property PMS at ITB Asia 2018
Bangalore, 20 September 2018: Hotelogix, a leading cloud-based Hotel Property
Management System provider has today announced its participation in ITB Asia, 2018 from
17th to 19th October in Singapore. The company plans to showcase its enterprise-grade
cloud-based Property Management System for multi-property operations during this event at
booth No – B37.
Organised by Messe Berlin (Singapore) Pte Ltd and supported by the Singapore
Exhibition & Convention Bureau, the eleventh edition of ITB Asia will be taking place at
Marina Bay Sands. This three-day long annual event attracts thousands of professionals
from accommodation providers to hospitality technology vendors.
Speaking on this, Prabhash Bhatnagar, Founder at Hotelogix said, “We are excited to leverage
from this great platform to exhibit our multi-property capabilities on the cloud. Our PMS offers
access on desktop and mobile, and comes with powerful features to help chain hotels manage
centrally, distribute seamlessly and operate profitably.”
According to Prabhash, with Hotelogix PMS, chain hotels can manage and monitor multiproperty operations centrally, from a single point. Additionally, it also helps users in real-time
management of rates and availabilities between the Central Reservation Office (CRO) and their
group properties. Plus, through Hotelogix, hoteliers can also get connected with several
leading third-party solutions to boost their overall operations.
Expressing his views, Aditya Sanghi, Co-founder & CEO at Hotelogix said, “It is estimated that
by 2020, SaaS will have overtaken traditional software deployment by over 25%. And as a
trusted PMS partner of hotels operating across 100 countries, we are looking forward to
interacting with the who's who of the hospitality industry at ITB Asia.”
About Hotelogix
Hotelogix provides a robust cloud-based Hotel PMS that helps hotels to automate and manage
their end-to-end operations with ease. It also assists hotels to drive growth, increase revenue
and to enhance their online reputation. The PMS is hosted on Amazon Web Services, and thus
offers the much-needed stability and security to hoteliers. The company has rich experience
in serving global markets with customers in 100 plus countries including developed
geographies such as North America and Europe.
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